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Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4 Column1

1

A _________ is a keyless transposition cipher with N inputs and M outputs 
that uses a table to define the relationship between the input stream and the 
output stream

S-box P-box T-box none of the above

2 DES has an initial and final permutation block and rounds 14 15 16 18
3 ECB and CBC are ______ ciphers Block Stream Field substitution

4
Intrusion is action or process that compromises Authentication, integrity, 
availability of system

force fully With Permission Without PermissionWithout Permission

5

The ________________ has piece of the keyword that has the same length as that 
of the plaintext. a) Block Cipher b) One-time pad c) Hash functions d) Vigenere 
Ciphe

Block Cipher One-time pad Hash functions Vigenere Cipher  

6 Which of them is not a wireless attack? Eavesdropping MAC Spoofing Wireless Hijacking Phishing  
7 Misfeasor intruder is  normally? insider Outsider Middle Both insider & outsider

8
The method of reverting the encrypted text which is known as cipher text to its 
original form i.e. plain text is known as ________________ 

Cryptanalysis decryption reverse engineeringencryption  

9  Which of the following is not the primary objective of cryptography?  Confidentiality Data Integrity Data Redundancy  Authentication 
10 What is anomaly detection in IDS? Rules Based Action based  Custom base Stack based

11
 ______________ is the mathematical procedure or algorithm which produces a 
cipher-text for any specified plaintext. 

 Encryption Algorithm  Decryption 
Algorithm 

 Hashing Algorithm  Tuning Algorithm

12
 Which protocol is used to transmit error, bad records, system Negotiation 
failure alerts to the peer entity?

a) Alert Protocol Handshake 
Protocol

Upper-layer 
Protocol

Change Cipher Spec Protocol

13 Secure Electronic Transaction Protocol used for?  Credit Card payment. Cheque payment. Cash Payment Payment of small amount for internet Service

14
 ____________ is a mono-alphabetic encryption code wherein each & every letter 
of plain-text is replaced by another letter in creating the cipher-text.

Polyalphabetic Cipher Caesar Cipher  Playfair Cipher Monoalphabetic Cipher   

15  Full form of “CA” in term of SET Protocols?  Chartered Accountant. Certificate Authority.Communication Authority.Combination Assurances

16
______________ is the mathematical procedure or algorithm which 
produces a cipher-text for any specified plaintext.

Encryption Algorithm Decryption 
Algorithm

Hashing 
Algorithm

Tuning Algorithm

17 Diffie-Helman algorithm is used for digital signature encryption decryption key exchange 
18 In Digital Signature, there is _____ relationship between signature and message?Many to one One to many Many to many One to one 

19
__________at first, a key table is produced. That key table is a 5 by 5 
grid of alphabets which operates as the key to encrypt the plaintext.

Rolling Cipher Shift Cipher Playfair Cipher  Block Cipher

20
_____ helps hackers to gather sensitive information, interrupt user's computer's 
operations, unauthorized access to computer.

Antivirus Popups Adware Malware

21
 Which is implemented using the Feistel Cipher which employs 16 round of Feistel 
structure.

DES IDEA Caesar cipher Twofish  

22
For an n-bit tag and a k-bit key, the level of effort required for brute force 
attack on a MAC algorithm is?

2k 2n min(2k,2n) 2k/2n

23 A small piece of software attached to programs is known as _____ Virus Worm Antivirus Syware

24 Which of the following is not the task of Firewall ?
Service control User Control Direction Control System Control

25
Which attack can endanger the security of the Diffie-Hellman method if two 
parties are not authenticated to each other.

man-in-the-middle ciphertext attack plaintext attack none of the above

26 What is the maximum length of the message (in bits) that can be taken by SHA-512?2128 2256 264 2192
27 Secure hash algorithm developed by ___? ANSI IEE NIST  d) none of the above

28 Which IDS has a database of already know attack ?
Signature based IDS Heuristic based 

IDS
Host based IDS Stealth Mode IDS

29  In asymmetric key cryptography, the private key is kept by __________ sender  receiver sender and receiver  all the connected devices to the network 

30

 AES stands for ________________ Advanced Encryption Security  Advanced 
Encryption 
Standard 

Advanced 
Encrypted 
Standard 

 Active Encryption Standard  


